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The Marlow Explorer 49E continues to be one of our most popular models with
hull number 30 approaching and she will be a part of our featured lineup at the
Fort Lauderdale Boat Show.
Her sparkling oyster white hull with a semi enclosed fly bridge will continue to
turn heads and all who board her will be impressed with her design,
accommodations, fit and finish at every turn.
Twin entry stairwells lead invitingly from the swim platform for perfect access to
the spacious aft deck and salon. Immediately upon entering the large main salon,
visibility is stunning, revealing all the way through the galley to the forward
windows with open and expansive flow, making everyone part of the activities.
With built in settees, covered in plush ultra-leather, on the port and starboard
sides, and high gloss teak and holly floors throughout, an exquisite and
comfortable setting surrounds you while cruising or at anchor. The built in
wine/liquor storage make entertaining a breeze.
The standup engine room is a must see and is a show stopper of the first
magnitude; having no competitor of similar or much larger length in the
industry. Since the Marlow Explorer 49E’s debut, she has truly revolutionized
the industry providing the seaworthiness, comfort and style that Marlow owners
have come to enjoy and respect in a value laden remarkably capable yacht.
The exterior seating including the Portuguese bridge forward will provide long
lasting memories of beautiful sunsets and the wonders of the sea.
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By our proprietary Full Stack infusion© methods developed at Marlow Yachts,
we have made substantial value added improvements in performance, internal
and external volume while keeping the distinctive and well recognized style with
world class quality we are known for.
Please come visit us to see why our Marlow Explorers are the envy of the
yachting world.
We look forward to welcoming you at our display at the Ft. Lauderdale Boat Show
on Dock BC, south end of the Bahia Mar Yachting Center.
Marlow Explorer 49E Specifications
Centerline Length – 53’ 2”
LOA – 57’ 6”
Length Waterline – 49’ 0”
Beam – 17’ 3”
Draft – 4’ 6”
Displacement (approx.) – 61,600 lbs.
Fuel capacity – 1000
Water capacity – 250
North American and International Inquiries:
Web:
www.marlowyachts.com
Email:
sales@marlowyachts.com
Phone:
800-362-2657
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